Abstract. Requirements of minimum beam loss for hand-on maintenance and flexibility for future operations are essential for the lattice design of the Spallation Neutron Source (SNS) accumulator ring. During the past seven years, the lattice has evolved from an all-FODO to a FODO/doublet hybrid, the circumference has been increased to accommodate for a higher energy foreseen with a super-conducting RF linac, and the layout has evolved from an a-to an Q-geometry. Extensive studies are performed to determine working points that accommodate injection painting and minimize beam losses due to space charge and resonances. In this paper, we review the evolution of the SNS ring lattice and discuss the rationales.
INTRODUCTION
The SNS project is designed to reach an average beam power above 1.4 MW for pulsed neutron production [ 1, 2] . The accumulator ring, operating at a fixed energy of 1 GeV, compresses at 60 Hz repetition rate 1 ms beam pulses containing 1.6 x 10 l4 protons to 650 ns bunches for delivery onto the target. Table 1 lists major lattice parameters of the ring.
DESIGN EVOLUTION
As shown in Fig. 1 
Layout
At pre-construction stage, the lattice's four-fold symmetry [4] was chosen against a three-fold symmetry [5] for its separate, dedicated function of each straight section, reduced maximum dispersion, and fewer structure resonances. Since the start of construction in 1999, several iterations have been made to the general layout of the ring. The early a-geometry (Fig. 2) was later replaced by the Q-geometry to avoid the crossing of injection and extraction lines for easy tunnel access and maintenance. The circumference of the ring was also increased from 221 m to 248 m to accommodate the potential increase of injection energy up to 1.3 GeV (longer injection-chicane magnets with lower field to avoid H-stripping), which is made possible by the adoption of superconducting RF linac, and to reduce beam density and foil traversals. 
Lattice
Each achromatic arc consists of 4 FODO cells with 90" horizontal phase advance [6] . In 1999, the original all-FODO structure (Fig. 4) was replaced a hybrid structure with matched FODO arcs and doublet straights (Fig. 5) [3]. The lattice combines the FODO's simplicity and ease of correction with the doublet's flexibility for injection and collimation. The 12.5 m-long uninterrupted straight section with a flexible phase advance further improves collimation efficiency, and eliminates magnets between secondary collimators [7] . Comparing with the original lattice, matching between the arcs and the straights increases the arc acceptance by 50% with the same magnet aperture. The dipoles were also centered in each half cell to maximize the acceptance.
Injection
Injection at a dispersion-free region allows independently adjustable painting in the transverse (with orbit bumps in the ring) and longitudinal (with an energyspreading phase-modulated RF cavity in the HEBT) directions for a robust operation (Fig. 6) [8] . With the long straight section provided by the doublet lattice, the injection chicane is made independent from the lattice tuning (Fig. 7) . The long straight section also accommodates possible future arrangement of laser-stripping injection [9, lo] . A symmetric layout of the dynamic bump further simplifies the set-up of transverse painting [I 11.
Tuning and Working Point
Tune adjustment is provided by five families of quadrupole power supply. Horizontally, the phase advance across the arc is fixed to satisfy achromatic condition. The tuning range is limited to about one unit (from 6 to 7) (Fig. 8) . Vertically, the tuning range is about two units (from 5 to 7) without significant perturbation from the injection bump [12] .
The nominal working point (v,, yY) is chosen to be (6.23,6.2) near the coupling resonance vx = v, (Fig. 9) . With full coupling, a round beam is realized even with correlated painting [8] . The full tune spread is accommodated in the tune space without crossing lower-order structure resonances (Fig. 9 ). An alternative working (6.4,6.3) is further away from the structure lines 2vX = 12 and 2y, = 12, although some third-and fourth-order l-t+ D msgnet Horizontal Tune Horizontal Tune non-structure resonances must be crossed. A split-tune non-structure resonances must be crossed. A split-tune working point (6.23, 5.24) can also be used for decouworking point (6.23, 5.24) can also be used for decoupled operation [14] . Old working points (5.82,5.8) and pled operation [14] . Old working points (5.82,5.8) and (6.3,5.8) were abandoned due to matching difficulty and (6.3,5.8) were abandoned due to matching difficulty and proximity to structure resonance, respectively. proximity to structure resonance, respectively.
Perturbations and Correction Perturbations and Correction
The injection chicane produces a perturbation of about 5% in A&/&, and 0.1 m in D, [12] . Together with the dynamic bump, the dispersions are perturbed by 0.25 m (H) and 0.15 m (V), respectively.
Correctors up to octupole order are used for orbit correction, decoupling, p-wave and vertical-dispersion correction, and resonance correction (Fig. 10) [16, 171. 
SUMMARY
With four-fold symmetry, dispersion-free injection, collimation, RF, and extraction, and a matched FODOarc/doublet-straight optics, the SNS ring lattice is optimized for maximum acceptance, maximized dispersionfree space, flexible injection, high-efficiency collimation, and easy corrections.
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